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SAFE TRANSPORT OF AFV´S FROM 
AN OPERATORS PERSPECTIVE



‣ Profit
‣ Business opportunities
‣ Decarbonization
‣ Safety?

What is the 
Owners perspective?

Zero harm to personnel and assets

Our main policy:
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First of all we need to stay true to our own policy, which is zero harm to personnel and assets, and minimum impact to the environment. This should be the perspective in anything we do! This should be the lens we look through in everything we do



‣ Same applies for AFV´s

DNV Maritime Forecast 2022 
Imature Safety regulations – a safety challenge: 
“Introduction of new marine fuels, the toxicity of methanol and ammonia, 
and the extreme flammability of hydrogen, bring new sets of safety 
challenges originating from the physical properties of each fuel”

Allianz – A burning issue: Fires on board
“Existing counter-measure systems may not respond effectively 
in the event of an EV blaze”

Decarbonization - one of the greatest 
challenges for the industry
‣ No safety culture in decarbonization?
‣ Decarbonization first, safety second?
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Allianz A burning issue: fires on boardFires have also become a major loss driver for car carriers. Among other causes, they can start in cargo holds, caused by malfunctions or electrical short circuits in vehicles, while the open decks can allow them to spread quickly. The growing numbers of electric vehicles (EVs) transported by sea brings further challenges, given existing counter-measure systems may not respond effectively in the event of an EV blaze. Losses can be expensive, given the value of the car cargo and the cost of wreck removal and pollution mitigation.



Highly regulated industry

HERALD OF FREE ENTERPRISE
1987

SCANDINAVIAN STAR 
1990

ESTONIA
1994
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Luckily, our industry is highly regulated, unfortunately regulation often based on disasters.There have been disturbing accidents involving different types of ro-ro ship, the worst being the sudden and catastrophic capsizing of the passenger/car ferry Herald of Free Enterprise in 1987, and the tragic loss of the Estonia in September 1994.New relatively fast IMO regulations followed these disasters, dealing with stability and freeboard issues.Same after the Scandinavian Star disaster in 1990. In December 1992, IMO adopted a comprehensive set of fire safety amendments, applicable to both new and existing passenger ships. The amendments required the installation of the latest fire safety features applicable to any modern hotel such as automatic sprinkler and smoke detection systems, and the upgrading of fire safety bulkheads to non-combustible materials and improved methods for assisting escaping persons, such as use of low location lighting. What will come after Felicity Ace 2022, (4000 cars)



Stability/freeboard issues 
the greatest risks for a RoRo ship – until now?
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Still, I have considered Collision and stability/freeboard issues as one of the greatest risks in for a roro ship, due to the design with the lack of internal transverse bulkheads. A risk that can be managed and minimized.  FIRE not so much. Not neglecting fire as a hazard, but in most cases a fire is more manageable than for instance a collision. Fire can be trained, detected, extinguished, 



‣ Battery fires are different to “conventional” fires. 
Uncontrolled, violent chemical reactions releasing 
tremendous amounts of energy and heat dives through 
the battery in a domino effect way. The only way to 
stop the thermal runway seems to be to fully submerge 
the vehicle for a long time.

It is fair to ask the question: 
Has fire become the largest safety issue
onboard RoRo/Pax due to the EV´s?
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The EV industry tends to dilute the issue by, for example, comparing to the frequency of fire in non-EV vehicles. The fact remains that the Li-ion battery can and does malfunction catastrophically for no apparent reason known at the time to the owner or userIn the event of a lithium ion battery catching fire, it is important to note that such a fire reaches very high temperatures, produces toxic gases and is inextinguishable. (unless brine)EMSA (european maritime safety agency) AFVs guidance:It is expected that incidents related to new risks of AFVs will have a significantly low probability of occurrence due to the built-in safety barriers of these vehicles. JMR: EV FIRES ARE NOT BLACK SWAN EVENTSThis is a bald statement!Allianz: An emerging bank of research in the carmanufacturing and shipping industries point to anincreased fire risk on car carriers and ro-ro vesselsfrom EVs. Test carried out by P&I Clubs29 haveshown that ship water sprinkler systems aloneare not effective at extinguishing an EV fire



‣ Traditional fire triangle not applicable
‣ Controlling fires in EV’s is all about stopping the 

thermal runways in the batteries, and is different from 
a normal burning process.

It is fair to ask the question: 
Has fire become the largest safety issue
onboard RoRo/Pax due to the EV´s?
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Batteries create their own fuel. Removing oxygen does not work.



Control measures 
acceptable

Recovery measures 
not acceptable
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Bow tie modelTest carried out by P&I Clubs29 haveshown that ship water sprinkler systems aloneare not effective at extinguishing an EV firere at sea and cannot for instance place the car in a container and drown it



‣ Ask ourselves: What is an acceptable risk?
‣ Which measures do we need to take in order to reduce possible 

harm to passengers, crew and assets, to a tolerated level.
‣ Existing counter-measure not sufficient!

What to do?
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Remember the perspective, zero harm!Chose to exclude EV’s on some vessels



Idea from the fishing Industry where we have used Brine as natural 
liquid freezing method in some of our fishing vessels.

Clearly need for new 
equipment and methods

‣ Brine as cooling agent
‣ Brine is a natural product

‣ Solution of salt (NaCl) in water (H20)
‣ Lowest obtainable freezing point of brine is -21,1 degrees Celcius
‣ Salt as heat transfer material

‣ Salt is a crystalline mineral with a high melting point. Melting point of 800, degrees where 
it turns into liquid, boiling point of 1465 degrees, turning in to vapor. Salt has as such the 
ability to absorb a huge amount of energy before it undergoes a fase change.



Theoretical study of 
Brine as cooler
The brine cooler clearly appears to have a huge cooling 
effect of thermal runaways, which should stop or limit 
ongoing thermal runaways.

It takes a little less than 80 sec. to cool the battery 
below 70°C, which is the critical temperature limit.
The brine will still be below 0°C, and therefor will still 
have a cooling effect, during ongoing thermal runaways.

In this scenario, heat generation is not included, but the 
temperature of the thermal runaway is set to 1500°C. 
This is characterized as worst case scenario, and therefor 
must be counted for as coverage of all internal thermal 
processes.



Film clip

Testing
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First test cucumber in brine solutionSecond test, battery from a scooterThird test, Nissan Leaf EV



‣ 13 minutes to cool down to 70 degrees
‣ Brine mixture during test was not perfect. Perfect mixture 

would lead to even better results
‣ Theory confirmed
‣ No undesired reaction from the battery during cooling

Test results and 
lessons learned



Next steps
‣ Pilot project onboard MV Norröna
‣ Brine system tank, cooling system, piping

‣ The injection system –
Injection method to transfer brine into the vehicle, 
preferrably a Roof rail system for safe access.
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cooperation between SML, class and Ship Designer



Thanks
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